
RojasFest4/
Beyond the formats you shoot

Transitions
The SCDF / Rojas is now called RojasFest. The first film festival for movies made with photocameras changes. As the  
ways of recording moving images, which evolve and multiply dramatically in a democracy and unprecedented diversity.  
Since the film there was not so many ways of making films.

Tablets, smart phones that shoot in HD or 3D, natives digital cameras, coexist with whom continue to experience in  
film, webcams and more.
Raúl Perrone, inspiring the Festival and  director of La Navidad de Ofelia y Galván, first feature film made with the  
video mode of a photocamera, open a door. Since the first festival in 2010, making films with a photocamera became a  
possibility for more and more men and women in need to say something.
Things move quickly.

Today the “photocameras that shot” begin to be set aside at a professional level.
A phenomenon that one, two years ago we never imagined. Meanwhile, millions of people in the world are doing their  
thing with his camera. The outlook is increasingly difficult to categorize since chosen support. What matters always  
make movies. Beyond formats. The road continues. El Centro Cultural Rojas, de la Universidad de Buenos Aires,  
giving priority to experimental as part of its essence, this space opens its own festival.

This year the Festival will include:

Film made with the video function of photo cameras.

Film made in alternative formats: tablets, phones, ipods, webcams

Panorama: Filmmaking today, how? Long, short, in different formats, hybrid material that combines several formats, 
footage shot on film and finished digitally.

In its third edition, the filmmakers convened Rojas Argentina and abroad. This doubled the previous call: were more 
than 270 jobs in total, more than 20 countries, of hard selection. In this issue, open the door to new technologies and 
ways of telling a story.
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Terms and conditions

Origin
"From photography to film (or how to make a movie with a digital camera)." 
That was the title of the seminar held at the Centro Cultural Rojas on the occasion of the premiere 
of  “La Navidad de Ofelia y Galván" Raúl Perrone film, filmed with a video function digital 
camera.
All transformations that occurred and continue to occur in the so-called 'visual territory' may be 
synthesized, not in the question that always comes back (What is Cinema?) But one that years ago 
no one was formulated (How is the movies?). It's not just that validates a film that does not have a 



script or actors in the traditional sense were these words. For now the question goes beyond the 
issue of definitions and you're looking to examine the ways in which someone can make a movie 
without having virtually nothing other than your eyes. This postulate would exhaust itself if it 
lacked a production that would bless him. Consequently, we propose an area where this production 
together and display in an unprecedented festival in the country and the world.
This event makes us wonder about the extent to which modes of filmmaking may change and how 
does it look to become more acute, more simple, more naked, open to find and rediscover the tone 
itself. At the same time, opens doors and eyes-who makes films and the beholder-a new expression 
forms, expanding horizons towards the use of new and different tools.
Show how this instrument (camera) reverses the usual movement (the filmmaker who starts taking 
pictures), and at the same time expresses that back and forth between the moving image and still 
image where the two feed each other, rather than another procedure happens.
The same applies to the diversity of devices that arise every day as a tool for motion picture 
recording: tablets, smart phones, iPods, webcams adapted...

The Centro Cultural Rector Ricardo Rojas prioritizes experimentation and alternative 
representations of art. A philosophy that the Department of Film and Video adds this proposal.

The festival
RojasFest 4
A film festival can always be seen as a story. Narrate the films, tells the audience that sees and 
narrates the festival. Will this event then the formal exhaust narrative self-imposed limits.
A festival that is proposed as a platform from which to promote the growth of accomplishments that 
lack display area, with the condition have been carried out with the video function a digital camera.
This fourth edition includes a competitive exhibition of national and international call for 
participation.

Festival: Mechanics, categories, display
Contest is called in May 2013, becoming known bases with delivery deadline June 20, 2013.

Argentine Competition: may participate Argentine filmmakers work or foreigners residing in the 
country. They may be works that have participated in other competitions, festivals or exhibitions 
and have not been awarded. Unpublished works will be prioritized, not previously presented or 
displayed, provided they are made with a camera filming function of digital photographs or by 
devices such as tablets, smart or other phones, ipods and other alternate formats, with the exception 
of work camcorders origin.

It remains open the call for short, medium and long.
The cinema is changing. And it is becoming more difficult to determine the boundaries between 
fiction, documentary, animation, experimental. This festival aims to highlight and disseminate those 
works from choosing a particular record mode (for whatever reason) have an artistic and expressive 
search. Beyond formats or duration.
Those shorts are considered works of duration less than 30 minutes (including titles). Medium 
length, between 31 and 59 minutes.
Longer be considered, those works that exceed 60 minutes.
It is a condition that copyright and projection are the name of the person submitting the work.

International Section: filmmakers may participate jobs worldwide, conducted outside the 
boundaries of Argentina, within the guidelines established by the Argentine Competition item. 
Unpublished works will be prioritized, not previously presented or exhibited, produced no earlier 



than January 1, 2012.

Material to present:

Complete registration form send via email to: rojasfest@gmail.com
with synopsis of the film, director details and list of staff (highlighting what role each).
Justification in 5 lines of why chose that record format.
Link of the film for viewing and screening.

Entries must be submitted between May 1 and June 20, 2013.
El Centro Cultural Rojas will contact the shortlisted to define details of the copies to be exhibited.

Awards
It established the following awards:
1st Prize Competition Argentina
1st Prize International section
Prize for the best image processing
Mention the best work in alternative formats (no photo camera)

During the reception of works will be informed about the prizes awarded in the various categories.
Once you know the finalists, the festival will take place at the Centro Cultural Rojas during the 
month of July 2013. The grid will be duly communicated.

Ricardo Rojas Cultural Center, reserves the right to publish the winners on DVD, and disseminate, 
with permission of the authors.

Reports: rojasfest@gmail.com
Web: www.rojas.uba.ar
Blog: www.scdfrojasfest.worpress.com
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